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A round-up of the latest news from the LM TOM
• Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: I have seen the future, and
IT works

• LM TOM Solutions update

• DA SATS goes live with strong market adoption

• Market interest in DA SATS ramps up

• London Market Modernisation campaign continues

• Training begins ready for DA SATS launch

• SCAP delivers faster claims agreement and processing

• First quarter adoption targets exceeded for
e-placement

• Launch of tools means easier integration to LM TOM
services
• John Neal has been appointed as the CEO of Lloyd’s
• Sheila Cameron named as next CEO of LMA
• Clare Lebecq new CEO of LMG

• DA SATS fortnightly calls

• 700 users are signed up to the Market Business
Glossary
• HW Wood is live with LM TOM’s Post-bind Submission
channel

• Brokers and carriers work together on electronic placing

Click on the ‘Read more’ links below for the full stories.

LM TOM talks to the market
Shirine Khoury-Haq blog: I have seen the future, and
IT works
We have achieved some real results in making it easier to do business with
London. Let’s complete that journey and go the final mile, says Shirine
Khoury-Haq. » Read more

DA SATS goes live with strong market adoption
DA SATS is going live with strong market adoption, bringing a single,
consistent way of processing delegated authority business in the London
Market. » Read more

London Market Modernisation campaign continues
The electronic placement of risks is a vital step in the modernisation of the
London Market, and an example of the market innovating and moving with
the times. » Read more

SCAP delivers faster claims agreement and processing
The Single Claims Agreement Party (SCAP) initiative simplifies the settlement
of lower value (£250,000 or below), non-complex, multi-party claims. A DXC
solution to remove the follower effort from this process has gone live today
which will accelerate the agreement and processing of claims within the
SCAP limits. » Read more

Launch of tools means easier integration to LM TOM
services
Find out how Common Services – a suite of three tools including a Single
Sign-on service, an API Gateway and a Secure Data Exchange – helps
facilitate integration and access to LM TOM services. » Read more

The market talks to LM TOM
John Neal has been appointed as the CEO of Lloyd’s
John Neal has been appointed as the CEO of Lloyd’s following a meeting of
the Council of Lloyd’s, where his appointment as successor to Inga Beale was
approved unanimously. » Read more

Sheila Cameron named as next CEO of LMA
Sheila Cameron will take over the reins as the next CEO of Lloyd’s Market
Association (LMA) in early 2019. » Read more

Clare Lebecq new CEO of LMG
Clare Lebecq was appointed as CEO of the London Market Group (LMG) in
early August. » Read more

Brokers and carriers work together on electronic placing
Watch the latest LM TOM video and listen to Kim Beckett of Willis Towers
Watson and Simon Clegg of Atrium discuss how brokers and carriers are
working together to overcome the challenges and realise the benefits of PPL.
» Read more

London Market TOM Solutions
LM TOM Solutions update
Each month we report on the progress of LM TOM's core Solutions as we
continue on our mission to make London an easier and more cost-effective
place to do business. » Read more

Delegated Authority

Placing Platform Limited

DA SATS fortnightly calls
Join the DA SATS fortnightly calls and ask
the team anything about the platform, the
sign-up process and what DA SATS means
for you. Suitable for the whole market –
whether you are already on-boarded to DA
SATS, in the middle of the on-boarding
process or just thinking about getting
involved. » Read more

First quarter adoption targets exceeded
for e-placement
Placing Platform Limited (PPL) adoption
targets for the first quarter of official
reporting were exceeded. Find out more
here and download the guide to achieving
adoption targets for Q3 and Q4.
» Read more

Market interest in DA SATS ramps up
There is a range of collateral that anyone
in the market can use to find out more
about delegated authority or how to
onboard. » Read more
Training begins ready for DA SATS launch
Find out more about training for DA SATS –
a single, consistent and efficient way of
processing delegated authority business in
the London Market. » Read more

Data Integration
700 users are signed up to the Market
Business Glossary
700 users are signed up to the Market
Business Glossary. An improved User
Interface, based on ongoing user feedback,
makes the glossary easier to use and is just
one of the new features added to the tool.
» Read more

Central Services Refresh Programme
HW Wood is live with LM TOM’s Post-bind
Submission channel
HW Wood went live in August with the
Post-bind Submission channel (PbS)
introduced by the LM TOM’s Central
Services Refresh Programme (CSRP). PbS
makes post-bind processing in the London
Market more efficient and reduces effort
around London-specific accounting
transactions systems and processes.
» Read more
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